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INTRODUCTION 
 
The Board of Trustees at the Campbell Union High School District (CUHSD) completed a 
district wide facility assessment and created updated facilities master plans (CUHSD, 2015). 
Consultants were contracted to coordinate focus groups consisting of district students and staff to 
develop a list of facility needs across the district (CUHSD, 2015). The facilities at all five high 
schools were in need of major capital projects, from replacement of aging mechanical systems to 
new classroom spaces for student growth (CUHSD, 2015).  
 The school district decided to request a general obligation bond measure for the 
community to approve for the facility improvements needed. In the fall of 2016, the school 
district bond Measure AA was presented to voters and was successfully passed by 67 percent 
(San Francisco Chronical, 2016). The bond measure allowed CUHSD to sell $275 million in 
general obligation bonds to complete as many projects presented to voters as possible (Santa 
Clara County, 2016).  
 Through a process evaluation, the district’s actions will be broken down into the 
following phases- identifying the problem, solution development, implementation, and 
evaluation. The purpose of this research is to review whether the district is implementing the 
bond as voters approved it.  
Problem Statement 
According to the Board of Trustees (Board) of CUHSD, the district facilities require 
modernization, new equipment and furnishings, technology upgrades, and safety improvements 
in order to best serve the students for 21st century learning (CUHSD, 2017a). The Board has 
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certified the following list of projects needed across the school district (Santa Clara County, 
2016)-   
a. Modernization of classrooms and educational facilities;  
b. New and remodel of Career Technical Education facilities for specialized training in 
vocational programs and skilled trades;  
c. Seismic upgrades and removal of asbestos, as needed;  
d. Repair and replace roofs; 
e. Improvement of school technology and computer equipment;  
f. Remodel restroom facilities;  
g. Replacement and upgrade of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning;  
h. Upgrade campus fire alarm system, security system, and door hardware upgrades;  
i. Improvement of campus pavement, accessibility, and landscaping  
j. New water conservation upgrades and improved energy efficiency, including expansion 
of solar power generating capacities;  
k. Upgrade school athletic facilities and fields;  
l. Remodel school libraries and administration buildings;  
m. Improvements for student cafeterias and multi-purpose rooms; 
n. “Improvement and equipment for the science and astronomy facilities at Prospect High 
School” (Santa Clara County, 2016, p.1). 
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BACKGROUND 
 
Campbell Union High School District (CUHSD) was founded in 1900 with a single site located 
in downtown Campbell and quickly expanded after World War II (CUHSD, 2007a). CUHSD is 
comprised of five high schools and one alternative school (CUHSD, 2019a). The district leases 
one campus, Blackford, to a private charter school (CUHSD, 2007b). Del Mar High School is the 
oldest campus, built in 1957, followed by Blackford High School in 1959, Leigh High School in 
1960, Westmont High School in 1965, Branham High School in 1966, and Prospect High School 
in 1968 (CUHSD, 2007c). The district operates a small campus at the district office property for 
Camden Post-Secondary Academy, a small campus for students 18-22 years old with disabilities 
(Camden Post-Secondary Academy, 2019).  
In 1990, the district temporarily closed Branham High School and leased the property to 
a private school, before reopening the school in 1999 (Branham High School, 2019). In addition, 
the district closed Blackford High School in 1990 to lease the campus to a charter school 
(CUHSD, 2007b). In 2002, the district segmented a small portion of the Blackford site to build 
Boynton High School (CUHSD, 2007b). Boynton High School is a small continuation school 
comprised of four buildings (CUHSD, 2007d).   
The district’s current enrollment is approximately 8,271 students (CUHSD, 2019b). 
According to CUHSD 2018-2019 fiscal facts (2019), the district’s general fund income from 
2018-2019 totaled $108,004,109 million, with $108,802,525 million in expenses (CUHSD, 
2019b). The average classroom teacher salary is approximately $90,000. There are 375 full time 
teachers and 196 staff members (CUHSD, 2019b). Table 1 displays CUHSD fiscal facts for the 
2018- 2019 academic year.  
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Table 1: Campbell Union High School District- Fiscal Facts 2018-2019 
Campbell Union High School District- Fiscal Facts 2018-2019 
Student enrollment 8,271 
Total general fund $108,004,109 
Total general fund expenses $108,802,525 
Average classroom teacher salary $90,132 
Number of teachers 375 
Number of 
management/supervisors/confidential 
119 
Number of classified staff 196 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019b. 
The district boundaries stretch across communities in San Jose, Campbell, Los Gatos, Saratoga, 
Santa Clara, and Monte Sereno covering an approximate 10 mile radius as shown in Figure 1. 
(CUHSD, 2019a). 
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Figure 1: Campbell Union High School District- District Boundaries  
 
Source:  Campbell Union High School District, 2019a.  
 
Market home values across the district range from $1.2 million to $2.9 million, with a 
median home price range of $1.5 million, according to 2019 Zillow Home Prices and Values per 
zip code as presented in Table 2 (Zillow, 2019).  
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Table 2: Campbell Union High School District- Average Home Value 
Campbell Union High School District- Average Home Value 
School 
Year 
Built 
Address City 
Zip 
Code 
Average Home 
Value 
Del Mar High 
School 1957 1224 Del Mar Ave. San Jose 95128  $           1,237,000 
Branham High 
School 1966 1570 Branham Ave. San Jose 95118  $           1,239,000  
Leigh High School 1960 5210 Leigh Ave. San Jose 95124  $           1,371,200 
Westmont High 
School 1965 
4805 Westmont 
Ave.  Campbell 95008  $           1,418,200  
Prospect High 
School 1968 18900 Prospect Rd.  Saratoga 95070  $            2,920,200 
Boynton High 
School  2002 901 Boynton Ave.  San Jose 95117  $            1,387,800 
District Office  1967 3235 Union Ave. San Jose 95124  $            1,371,200 
Source: Zillow, 2019. 
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Projects Identified 
In 2014, the Board of Trustees directed the superintendent to develop a facility master 
plan and facility assessment (CUHSD, 2014). The superintendent enlisted the support of an 
architectural firm to complete a facility analysis across all sites and assist with the development 
of the district’s master plan.  
To develop the master plan, the contracted architectural firm met with a wide selection of 
stakeholders that included- district administrators, principals and site administrators, parents and 
students, the Director of Facilities, the Director of Maintenance and Operations, and community 
members (CUHSD, 2015). The stakeholders helped to provide insight on the needs for each 
campus.    
In October 2015, the facility master plan was reviewed by the Board and would later be 
adopted as the basis of the bond measure project list (CUHSD, 2015).  The facility master plan’s 
list of projects can be grouped into the following categories -  
1. Health and Safety  
2. Facility Maintenance 
3. Energy/Utility Service 
4. Modernization  
5. Career Technical Education  
6. Athletic Fields and Physical Education 
Facilities  
7. Technology  
8. Growth  
9. Miscellaneous 
See Appendix A for the facility master plans for each site (CUHSD, 2018a). The category 
“Health and Safety” projects included the following-  
a. Install site security fencing;  
b. Fire suppression and alarm system upgrades; 
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c. Upgrade video camera system; 
d. Upgrade door hardware (lock system);  
e. Campus reconfiguration- direct guest to pass through front office for visitor pass 
(CUHSD, 2019c). 
Facility Maintenance was the broadest category that included six different types of 
maintenance projects. Many of the projects listed include deferred maintenance needs across the 
district.  
a. Maintain and replace roofs; 
b. Complete exterior building painting; 
c. Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning replacement and upgrades; 
d. Resurface, repave, and maintain exterior paved areas; 
e. Landscaping and other outdoor space improvements; 
f. Replace temporary storage with permanent storage. 
Energy and Utility projects include the following-  
a. Replacement and installation of underground utilities; 
b. Water conservation projects, interior and exterior; 
c. Energy efficiency upgrades; 
d. Additional solar power generation (CUHSD, 2019c). 
Modernization projects were considered major construction that focused on end user 
upgrades, such as program use of the building, new furniture, and new finishes. In addition, 
facilities may require upgrades to be code compliant, such as seismic upgrades and accessibility 
improvements. Projects identified included the following-  
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a. Accessibility upgrades; 
b. Modernization of classroom, teaching office and education facilities; 
c. Seismic upgrades to buildings; 
d. Upgrade to science and lab classrooms; 
e. Restroom facilities;  
f. Furniture, fixture and equipment for new and modernized facilities;  
g. Kitchen and cafeteria upgrades;  
h. Modernization of library and administration facilities, homework centers, and student 
services facilities (CUHSD, 2019c). 
Career Technical Education (CTE) classroom facilities included woodshop, metal shop, and 
most recently theater technical design. The district did not identify any specific project needs, but 
included the CTE on the project list to allow the district to apply bond funds as needed.  
Similar to CTE category, Athletic Fields and Physical Education facilities was listed on the 
project list for improvements needed, but it did not identify individual projects. It only stated 
general construction, modernization, and upgrades to physical education facilities, playing fields, 
and athletic facilities.  
Technology upgrades across the district included the following- 
a. Upgrade school technology and computer equipment;  
b. Upgrade classroom communication systems and technology upgrades (CUHSD, 2019c).  
The project list for Growth was to allow construction and improvement of existing buildings 
for increases in future student populations, including classroom buildings and restrooms. The 
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bond text included construction required for temporary classrooms during renovations and large 
construction projects (CUHSD, 2019c).  
The final category was a miscellaneous list for specific projects. The two projects identified 
were-  
a. Improvement of the science and astronomy facilities at Prospect High School; 
b. Purchase vehicles and improvement of vehicle maintenance facilities (CUHSD, 2019c).  
Prior to the bond Measure AA, CUHSD passed other funding mechanisms for capital 
projects, including three parcel taxes, and two previous bond measures, and they imposed 
developer’s fees along with neighboring elementary school districts (CUHSD, 2019d).  In 2004, 
a four year parcel tax, Measure M, was passed charging $85 per parcel (CUHSD, 2004). The 
district went back to the electorate in 2008 to renew the $85 parcel tax as Measure R (CUHSD, 
2008). It successfully passed and expired in June 2015. The parcel tax was extended again most 
recently in 2013, Measure E (CUHSD, 2019e). It maintains a $85 per parcel tax that is set to 
expire in June 2023. The $85 parcel tax generated $4.8 million per year for the district to 
supplement their general fund (CUHSD, 2018b).   
The district received approximately $910,000 in developer fees in the 2018-2019 academic 
year (CUHSD, 2018c). Developer fees are taxes on new residential and commercial 
development. The purpose of the tax is to offset the cost impact of increased student enrollment. 
The developer fees revenue may be applied to teacher salaries, facilities, education materials, and 
other programs (Cooperative Strategies, 2018). According to CUHSD’s May 2018 developer fee 
resolution, the fee was increased to $3.79 per square foot of residential development and $0.61 
per square foot of commercial and industrial development (CUHSD, 2018d). The revenue 
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generated is split, with 30% going to CUHSD, and the remaining 70% divided across five 
neighboring elementary school districts (CUHSD, 2018d).  
Bond measures have been used by the district to provide funding for major capital projects. 
The two most recent bond measures passed included Measure C in 1999, and Measure G in 
2006. Measure C raised $95 million to address classroom modernization, computer learning, 
repairing old plumbing and building mechanical systems, and repairing leaky roofs (CUHSD, 
1999). Measure G was passed just seven years later in 2006 and raised $90 million for the similar 
general purpose of renovating and modernizing classrooms, restrooms, and facilities (CUHSD, 
2006).  
Solution to the Problem 
The Board estimated that $275 million was needed to complete the list of projects across 
the district (Santa Clara County, 2016). Parcel tax revenue has significantly helped the district, 
however, the revenue generated has been applied to teacher salaries and benefits each year 
(CUHSD, 2018b). The developer fee revenue fluctuates per year and is not a reliable source of 
funding. Furthermore, the most recently passed bonds, Measure C and Measure G, did not 
provide adequate revenue to address the long list of projects found in the updated facilities 
master plans (CUHSD, 2018a). Finally, the district general fund cannot provide adequate 
funding to complete the capital projects. 
In order to raise this amount of money, the Board created a school bond for the voters 
within the district’s boundaries to consider. In November 2016, voters approved the CUHSD 
bond Measure AA by 67% (San Francisco Chronical, 2016). This provided the district with $275 
million to fund the identified projects. All property owners within the district boundaries would 
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be accountable to pay the $29.30 per $100,000 of the 2018 assessed value to repay the total debt 
of approximately $301 million, including interest (Santa Clara County, 2016).    
Research Question 
California school districts may propose voter approval of bond measures to generate 
revenue for facility improvements. Is Campbell Union High School District using the bond 
Measure AA funds as approved upon by voters?  
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METHODOLOGY 
 
The CUHSD’s implementation of the facility bond measure was compared between the ballot 
project list voted on by the community and the actual budgeted list of projects identified. The 
four-phase process evaluation described by Sylvia & Sylvia was used to analyze how the district 
identified the problem, identified the solution, implemented the solution, and evaluated feedback 
concerning the implementation (Sylvia & Silvia, 2012). The district bond was passed in 
November 2016 and the district is in the process of completing the projects identified. The 
analysis of the district’s implementation was conducted up to February 2019 by reviewing board 
meeting presentations and the February 2019 Citizens’ Oversight Committee Report. Table 3 
below shows the four-phases identified in the process evaluation.  
Table 3: Process Evaluation Methodology 
Process Evaluation 
Problem 
Identification 
Solution 
Development 
Implementation Feedback Evaluation 
 
• Lack of funding 
available for capital 
projects.   
• Aging school 
facilities.  
• Outdated 
technology.  
• $275 million bond 
measure to 
complete the school 
district’s master 
plan facility 
projects.   
• Change in facilities 
staffing.  
• Plan and prioritize 
projects.  
• Implementation of 
the bond measure is 
still in progress. 
The implementation 
steps of the bond 
measure are 
evaluated and 
analyzed 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The problem identified through the research was the CUHSD’s inability to fund all of its needs 
through General Fund proceeds.  Board of Trustees member Stacey Brown attributed this 
problem to a lack of adequate funding from the state to the school district (Baum, 2016). 
Presently, California schools receive 58 percent of funding from the state, 32 percent from local 
property taxes, as well as other local sources such as parcel taxes or bond measures, and 9 
percent from the federal government (Murphy and Paluch, 2018). The total of these three main 
sources equates to $97.2 billion annually across the 1,026 school districts in California (Murphy 
and Paluch, 2018). 
School funding shifted from local jurisdictions to the state level during the 1970’s. Prior 
to 1971, California school districts had a tremendous amount of financial discretion in how they 
operated. Districts could choose their own level of spending in response to what the needs of the 
district were. To fund teacher salaries, administration, programs, and facilities, the school 
district’s Board of Trustees would finance their spending through a local property tax (Brunner, 
2001). For larger facilities projects, school districts could issue general obligation bonds with 
two-third voter approval. General obligation bonds were repaid with property tax revenue 
(Brunner and Rueben, 2001). The state could assist school districts with construction projects 
through the School Building Aid Program. The state would issue loans to school districts up to 
their debt capacity in order to fulfill their construction growth needs (Brunner and Reuben, 
2001).  
The control of school funding moved from the district level to the state level beginning 
with the California Supreme Court case, Serrano I v. Priest in 1971 (Fischel, 1989). The 
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Serranos, parents from a low socio-economic level school, filed suit against the state, naming the 
State Treasurer, Ivy Priest. The basis for the lawsuit was that children in low socio-economic 
school districts were not being protected under the state constitutional guarantee of equal 
protection and educational opportunity (Canefield, 2013). The assessed valuation of real property 
within a district per average student daily attendance range was anywhere from a low of $103 per 
student to a high of $952,156 per student (Dayton and Dupre, 2004). The state Supreme Court 
realized this and ruled in favor of Serrano, that it was unconstitutional for school funding to rely 
on local property taxes, as it unfairly made children’s education dependent on the assessed value 
of the properties in their community. Thus, poorer communities would have less funding for 
school districts and less educational opportunity for children compared to more affluent 
communities (Fischel, 1989). This was the turning point in California’s educational funding 
model, from being controlled locally by school boards to now being controlled by the state.  
Further cementing the state’s role in funding education, the 1973 U.S. Supreme Court, in 
San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriquez, ruled that education was not a federal 
constitutional right, and thus disparities in school funding would have to be resolved at the state 
level (Dayton and Dupre, 2004). California could not appeal the Serrano I case ruling beyond the 
State Supreme Court.  
  California responded to the Serrano I ruling by applying a new formula to property tax 
revenues. Under the new formula, taxes from wealthier neighborhoods were used in part to 
support districts in lower property value communities. In addition, the state established revenue 
limits for the school districts (Canefield, 2013).  
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The new change to wealth distributions among schools was challenged again in the 
California Supreme Court.  The solution reached in the Serrano II case set a $100 per pupil 
spending range for all districts to follow (Fischel, 1989). Surplus property taxes would be 
redistributed by the state to support poorer districts. “Leveling up” poorer school districts 
provided more equitable per pupil expenditures, however the state could also “level down” 
wealthier districts. This would limit per pupil expenditures from wealthier districts, and overall 
help lower the state’s funding obligation (Hill and Kieweiet, 2015). Governor Jerry Brown 
would sign the law in September 1977 to take effect in July of 1978 (Fischel, 1989). Instead, 
California voters decided to take action by approving Proposition 13 in June 1978. The passage 
of Proposition 13 overruled Brown’s per pupil spending law.  
Leading up to the Serrano I/II v. Priest cases, California’s general fund surplus was 
expected to reach $10 billion by 1978 (Sexton, Sheffrin, O’Sullivan, 1999). Property values 
across the state began to rise rapidly, and existing tax rates resulted in a 10% increase in property 
taxes on homeowners. In 1970, the assessed property taxes were 34% and by 1978 the assessed 
property tax ballooned to 44 percent (Sexton et a., 1999). The state legislature failed to provide 
any tax breaks to property owners despite the growing surplus. Sexton, et al. (1999) contended 
that voters did not expect reductions in government services by passing Proposition 13, and 38 
percent of the electorate believed the state and local governments could absorb a 40 percent 
decrease in tax revenue without having to limit or restrict government services (Sexton et al., 
1999).  
Proposition 13 was spearheaded by Howard Jarvis, a retired business man who formulated 
the campaign based on the California’s general fund surplus (Fischel, 1989). The Santa Clara 
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County, Office of the Assessor, summarizes the new property tax law under Proposition 13 as 
the following (Santa Clara County Assessor, 2019):  
a. rolls back property taxes to 1975 assessed value;  
b. homes and commercial property are treated the same; 
c. assessed property tax limit to 1% of the purchase price; 
d. limits annual property tax increase to no greater than 2% (Santa Clara County Assessor, 
2019).  
As a result of removing local control of property taxes, Proposition 13 also removed from 
local school districts the ability to request and fund general obligation bonds (Brunner and 
Reuben, 1999).  
Proposition 13’s passage cut property tax revenues from $10.3 billion in 1977-78 to $5.6 
billion in 1978-79 (Sexton et al., 1999). Local public agencies, including cities, counties, and 
special districts, immediately felt the impact, with loss of local funding. Figure 2 shows revenue 
lost in the Campbell Union High School District area. California would proceed to pass a series 
of special taxes and fees in order to make up for the lost revenue for schools and public agencies.  
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Figure 2: Revenue Lost Under Proposition 13
 
 
To maintain funding for schools’ capital projects, the state permitted voter approved 
general obligation bonds to be sold to finance school facilities (Sexton et al,. 1999). State bond 
revenues were permitted through the Leroy F. Green State School Building Lease-Purchase 
Program. The lease-purchase program was passed in 1976, prior to Proposition 13, but was 
meant to operate as a loan service between the state and school districts. The program also 
allows school districts to work with the private sector or developers to assist with funding and 
construction of facilities (Sexton et al., 1999). After Proposition 13, the direction of the program 
became a grant program for school districts to request funding for school facilities (Brunner and 
Reuben, 1999).  
Proposition 13 did allow local agencies and special districts to create a variety of “special 
taxes” with two-thirds voter approval (Brunner, 2001). In 1982, the California Supreme Court 
Campbell Union High 
School District-        
District Boundaries 
Source: Revenue Lost Under Prop 13, 2019. 
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case City and County of San Francisco v. Farrell defined special taxes to have a specific 
timeline and purpose for revenue generated by the tax (Brunner, 2001). Previous to Proposition 
13, the California constitution did not allow parcel taxes, as it required property to be taxed on 
the proportion of its value to the community value (Brunner, 2001).  School districts could now 
issue parcel taxes with two-thirds voter approval as a “special tax”, with the revenue generated to 
support school districts’ general funds.  
In most cases, school districts have used parcel tax revenue to hire additional teachers, 
support libraries and the arts, and help fund capital improvements (Brunner, 2001). There are 
two ways to issue parcel tax. The first is to issue a flat tax amount per parcel regardless of the 
assessed value. The second, is to issue a tax per square foot of property for each parcel. The 
square footage per parcel tax is said to be a less regressive tax, since the homeowner’s income is 
more likely to align with the size of the parcel (Brunner, 2001). 
The California State legislature passed the Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982 
to provide public agencies the opportunity to form special districts to fund capital development. 
The act allows local governments to seek two-thirds voter approval to fund tax-exempt bonds 
that can be used by public agencies to fund activities such as police, fire, and school districts. 
The purpose of the funds can be new construction of facilities, renovations or modernization, 
improved infrastructure, or removing facilities’ deficiencies (Sexton et al., 1999). According to 
Sexton et al., between its passage in 1982 to 1990, the Mello-Roos act financed a total of $977 
million in bonds (1999). 
The School Facilities Act of 1986 is another way that the legislature has allowed school 
districts to raise funds. The act provides school districts the authority to assess an impact fee for 
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permanent facilities (Sexton et al., 1999). Impact fees, often referred to as developer fees, are 
used to offset school facility costs. The developer’s fees are charged to residential and 
commercial development. Residential development fees are typically at a higher rate than 
commercial or industrial fees (Legislative Analyst Office, 2001).  
In 1988, California voters approved Proposition 98 that requires the minimum K-14 
education budget to be approximately 40% of the state general fund (Murphy and Paluch, 2018).  
Each year, the minimum budget amount is calculated by adding the previous year’s budget and 
increasing it by the upcoming year’s estimated growth in students and the state’s economy 
(Legislative Analyst Office, 2001). The state can increase the education budget above the 
minimum, however this becomes a deterrent for the state, because it could raise the state’s 
funding obligation for future years.   
Categorical-fund programs were introduced to fund specific needs in public schools. 
Such programs range from targeted education programs, professional support and development, 
or facility needs (Smith, Gasparian, Perry, and Capipin, 2013). Categorical funds must be spent 
on the specified programs and are limited on how they are applied. For most states, the state 
legislatures are the primary governing body to determine the categories and funding amount 
(Smith et al., 2013). 
In California, the state legislature and the governor are in control of the categorical 
programs and funding. According to Smith et al. (2013), 14 percent of California’s school budget 
is in categorical programs, accounting for $9.7 billion dollars spread across the 60 identified 
programs (Smith et al., 2013). California’s $9.7 billion in categorical funding ranks 19 out of the 
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45 states surveyed in 2013 (Smith et al., 2013). Categorical funds do not have to be distributed 
evenly across all districts (Hill and Kiewiet, 2015). 
In the 2008 national survey, the most common categorical funded programs included 
capital and debt services, technology, and other educational and staffing categories (Smith et al, 
2013). The same survey performed in 2013 shows a change in focus from capital and debt 
services to interventions for low-performing students, school nutrition, adult education, and 
vocational programs. 
Table 4: Most Common Categorical Programs Nationally  
Most Common Categorical Programs 
2008 2013 
• Bilingual education and English language 
learners 
• Capital and debt service 
• Compensatory education 
• Gifted and talented education 
• Special education programs 
• Teacher retirement and benefits 
• Transportation 
• Adult Education 
• Bilingual education and English 
language learners 
• Gifted and talented education 
• School nutrition 
• Special education programs 
• Transportation 
• Vocational programs 
Source: Smith et al., 2013. 
When California went into recession in 2008, the state legislature lifted restrictions on 
many of the categorical programs through 2015 to allow school districts greater flexibility in 
applying the funds to their district’s needs (Canefield, 2013). 
Lease-purchase plans, often called “lease-lease back” agreements, is another construction 
delivery option available to school districts (Sexton et al, 1999). According to Sexton et al. 
(1999), lease-purchase plans allow for public agencies to enter into agreements with developers 
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to build and finance capital projects on public property (Sexton et al, 1999). The public agencies 
pay monthly payments to the developer for the life of the lease agreement, totaling the cost of the 
project. Upon completion of payment of the lease agreement terms, the developer signs over 
ownership to the public agency (Sexton et al., 1999).  
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FINDINGS 
 
On October 9, 2014, the CUHSD Board of Trustees approved to start the Facilities Needs 
Assessment and Master Plan for future projects across the district (CUHSD, 2014). This was the 
district’s first step to determine whether there was a need for capital improvement of facilities. 
The Master Plan identified a preliminary list of facility projects needed, and broad terms for 
renovation needs as found in the ballot text, Measure AA (Santa Clara County, 2016). 
Civic Engagement 
CUHSD and the Board of Trustees involved an architecture firm to help gather 
community input for facility improvements across the district (CUHSD, 2015). To accomplish 
this task, the firm held several meetings with stakeholders, including district leadership, site 
administrators and faculty, parents, and the community (CUHSD, 2015). From the spring of 
2015 to the completion of the district’s Master Plan in October 2015, the architecture firm held 
25 site meetings to gather input on the current and future facility needs of the district (CUHSD, 
2015). Seven of the meetings were faculty and staff meetings, eight of the meetings were Parent-
Teacher-Staff Association meetings, and the remaining ten meetings were open to the public as 
morning and afternoon workshops (CUHSD, 2015). The workshops were open for the 
community, parents, faculty, students, and staff. On average, 10 people attended the faculty and 
staff meeting at each site, 10 people attended the workshops at each site, and 12 people attended 
the Parent-Teacher-Staff Association meetings (CUHSD, 2015). By having site administrators, 
student, and parent involvement, the district was able to accurately identify facility concerns and 
details about existing facilities that may have been overlooked by district level staff.   
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 In October 2015, the district received responses from a voter poll to property owners 
within the district boundaries (CUHSD, 2016a). The purpose of the poll was to determine which 
projects the community would support and approve as part of a future bond measure. The highest 
projects that voters would potentially approve included repairing leaky school roofs (66%), 
removing hazardous asbestos from buildings (59%), and improving site accessibility (57%), as 
shown in Figure 3 (CUHSD, 2016a). The lowest voter approval for projects included upgrading 
school gym and athletic facilities (30%), reopening the Blackford campus high school (27%), 
and creating additional gym and athletic facilities (25%) (CUHSD, 2016u).  
Figure 3: Poll Results 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2016a. 
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 The district also requested community participation in a survey for potential facility 
projects related to a bond measure. The district presented at the “Community Leaders’ Meeting” 
to share results from the community survey about potential facility projects (CUHSD, 2016a).  
The survey respondents had the option to reply to the mailer or complete the survey 
online. The district received 150 online responses and 600 responses by mail (CUHSD, 2016a). 
Property owners were asked to rank projects as low, medium, or high priority for completion. 
The highest priority projects were repair leaky roofs (76%), upgrade classroom and labs (72%), 
and upgrade technology infrastructure (66%), as shown in Figure 4 below (CUHSD, 2016a). The 
projects with the lowest priority received from property owners were projects to update 
instructional technology (56%), seismically upgrade buildings (48%), and improve campus 
accessibility (42%) (CUHSD, 2016a).  
Figure 4: Survey Results 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2016a. 
 
20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
Repair Leaky Roofs
Upgrade Classrooms and labs
Upgrade technology infrastructure
Remove hazardous asbestos
Provide air conditioning
Update instructional technology
Seismic upgrades to buildings
Improve site accessibility
CUHSD Community Priority and Project Approval
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 CUHSD bond Measure AA was successfully approved by voters in November 2016 
generating $275 million for the district facility improvements (Santa Clara County, 2016).   
In-House Construction Management  
 The recommendation to implement the bond measure projects using district personnel 
was first presented at the January 5, 2017 Board Meeting (CUHSD, 2017b). The Assistant 
Superintendent of Business Services presented on the cost differences between outside 
consultants versus in-house district staff to manage and complete the facility projects. Typically, 
districts would need to hire a program management firm and a construction management firm. 
The Project Manager would be responsible for planning and preparing for the sequence of 
construction projects. The Project Manager would also communicate and make changes to the 
master plan as needed throughout the bond implementation (CUHSD, 2017b). A construction 
management firm would be used to manage individual construction projects and represent the 
owner through all phases of construction, including pre-construction design, bidding, 
construction, and close out (CUHSD, 2017b).  
The Assistant Superintendent of Business Services reported that the cost for a program 
management firm would be 3 percent of the total bond funding, approximately $7.7 million. The 
cost for a construction management firm would be 7 percent of the total bond funding, 
approximately $18.1 million (CUHSD, 2017b). In total, the district would pay approximately 
$25.8 million to project management and construction management consultants (CUHSD, 
2017b). 
 The estimated cost for an in-house facilities team to implement the projects would be 
$8.3 million for the estimated six year implementation process (CUHSD, 2017b). This would 
save the district $17.5 million. Creation of the in-house facilities team would require changes to 
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three existing positions and create three new staff positions. The changes to existing staff include 
enabling the Assistant Superintendent of Business Services to serve as the Program Manager. 
This Program Manager would be responsible for implementing the facilities master plan and 
securing all available funding sources (CUHSD, 2017b).  
 The existing Facilities Director would be responsible for fulfilling the bond measure 
projects, directly managing all minor projects, and supervising the new facilities staff (CUHSD, 
2017b). The third existing position, Bond Analyst, would continue his or her role in processing 
payment applications and accounting work for the bond measure (CUHSD, 2017b).  
 The three new facilities staff positions proposed for the in-house facility staff included 
two Construction Managers, a Facilities Coordinator, and a Contract Specialist (CUHSD, 2017). 
The Construction Managers would be responsible for completion of assigned projects and 
represent the district throughout pre-design, bidding, construction, and close out of projects 
(CUHSD, 2017c). The Facilities Coordinator is responsible for tracking project timelines and 
facilities master plan budgets for all projects (CUHSD, 2017c). The title of Facilities Coordinator 
later changed to Project Manager (CUHSD, 2017c). The Contract Specialist position would be 
responsible for handling all legal documentation related to project proposals, bidding, public 
notices, and construction contract documents.  
 The three new positions would be funded by the bond measure and would not impact the 
district’s general funds. The Board approved the positions on January 19, 2017 (CUHSD, 
2017c).   
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Citizen Oversight Committee  
 CUHSD formed an independent Citizens’ Oversight Committee on June 15, 2017 to 
review all bond related expenditures (CUHSD, 2017d). Per California law, the committee must 
contain at least seven members and must have at least one member represent each of the 
following categories (Santa Clara County, 2016)-  
a. One member who is active in a business organization within the school district  
b. One member who is active in a senior citizen’s organization 
c. One member who is the parent or guardian of a child enrolled in the school district  
d. One member who is the parent or guardian of a child enrolled in the school district 
and is active in a parent-teacher organization;  
e. One member who is active in a bona-fide taxpayer’s organization (Santa Clara 
County, 2016).  
The committee members are responsible to review all expenditures that are paid from the 
bond measure (CUHSD, 2017e). The members may not have any financial interests in any 
contracts made with the district during the member’s two year term. The committee is subjected 
to the Brown Act and all reports will be available on the public record (CUHSD, 2017e).  
 The Board approved the Citizen Oversight Committee members at the June 15, 2017 
board meeting (CUHSD, 2017d). The first Citizen Oversight Committee meeting was held on 
September 12, 2017 (CUHSD, 2017e). The Citizen Oversight Committee’s primary reference for 
review of expenditures is the budget report provided by the district (CUHSD, 2019c). The budget 
report lists all projects and their budgets (CUHSD, 2019c).  
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Ballot Measure Project List v. Master Plans 
The facilities Master Plans were presented in the fall of 2015 just prior to submitting the 
official ballot text for Bond Measure AA (CUHSD, 2015). The facility master plans were used to 
identify projects for the ballot measure, along with the polls and survey response from the 
community (CUHSD, 2016b).  
The November ballot measure lists 29 facility projects with broad terms for improvement of 
facilities and furnishings (Santa Clara County, 2016). Table 5 shows the ballot project list, 
category assignment, and whether the project listed is incorporated in the Master Plans. The 
ballot list of projects is a combination of singular projects and construction standards, such as 
upgrade to efficient fixtures that are incorporated in the scope and design of larger projects. 
Further information on projects per site can be found in Appendix B.  The projects fall under the 
following categories-  
1. Health and Safety;  
2. Facility Maintenance; 
3. Energy/Utility Service; 
4. Modernization; 
5. Career Technical Education;  
6. Athletic Fields and Physical 
Education Facilities;  
7. Technology;  
8. Growth;  
9. Miscellaneous.  
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Table 5: Ballot Project List  
  
Source: Santa Clara County, 2016, p.2-3. 
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  The ballot measure states that, “the scope and nature of any of the specific projects 
described below may be altered by the District as required by unforeseen conditions that may 
arise during the course of design and construction” (Santa Clara County, 2016, p.2). The ballot 
text goes on to state, “approval of the District's bond measure does not guarantee that all of the 
identified projects within this Bond Project List will be funded beyond what can be completed 
with local funds generated by the bond measure”, and, “whenever specific items are included in 
the following list, they are presented to provide examples and are not intended to limit the 
generality of the broader description of authorized projects” (Santa Clara County, 2016, p.2). 
Lastly, the bond text states that “whenever an example of certain facilities is included in the 
following list, such example is not intended to limit the generality of the category of 
improvements” (Santa Clara County, 2016, p.2). The entire ballot text presented to voters can be 
found in Appendix A.   
After passing Measure AA, the district Master Plans were revised and reviewed by the 
Board of Trustees on June 18, 2018 (CUHSD, 2018a). See Appendix B for updated campus 
maps. The list of projects per site is found in Appendix C.  
The updated Master Plans were used as the finalized project lists per site that will be 
funded by the Bond Measure AA (CUHSD, 2019c).   
The Master Plan project categories expenditure report is shown below in Table 6. The 
three highest funded project categories are Growth $102.4 million, Modernization $71.3 million, 
and Athletic Fields and Facilities $57.8 million (CUHSD, 2019c). The projects least funded are 
Energy and Utility Service $5.1 million, Technology $2 million, and Facilities Maintenance $5.1 
million (CUHSD, 2019c).  
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Table 6: Project Category Expenditures  
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c. 
 Project details per category are found in Tables 7 through 14 below. Each table shows the 
project category and the projects identified. Each table shows the amount of bond funds 
budgeted for the identified project, the amount of funds encumbered, the disbursement of those 
funds, the budgeted remaining balance, and the encumbered balance, as found in the Citizen’s 
Oversight Committee Report (CUHSD, 2019c). Budget Total is the total money allocated for the 
project. Encumbered balance displays the funds approved by the Board for contracting work to 
be completed. The Disbursement total is the money paid out from that budget for the project. The 
Budget Remaining is how much money is left for the project, and the Encumbered Balance is 
how much money is remains in the account to cover project costs (CUHSD, 2019c). 
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Table 7 displays Health and Safety category projects. The described projects fulfill the 
ballot listed project, “Fire Alarm Replacement” (Santa Clara County, 2016). The district has 
allocated $1.3 million budgeted for this project (CUHSD, 2019c).  
Table 7: Health & Safety Projects 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c. 
 The Facility Maintenance project category fulfills many of the projects listed in the ballot 
measure and totals $1.2 million as shown in Table 8 (CUHSD, 2019c).  The ballot project lists 
general scope of work, including building painting, replace underground utilities, replace roofs, 
and replace storage units (Santa Clara County, 2016). This general scope of work can be applied 
to a multitude of projects under the Facility Maintenance category and the Modernization 
category.  
Table 8: Facility Maintenance Projects 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c. 
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 Table 9 shows the Energy and Utility Service related projects. This fulfills two of the 
projects listed in the ballot text: heating, ventilation, and air conditioning upgrades and electrical 
upgrades (Santa Clara County, 2016). The ballot project lists energy efficient fixtures and water 
conservation which are district building requirements, and are considered minor projects within 
the scope of work of larger construction and renovation work (Santa Clara County, 2016).   
Table 9: Energy/Utility Service Projects
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c. 
 The Modernization category has the largest number of listed projects in the ballot 
measure, and the second highest budgeted category at $71.3 million (CUHSD, 2019c). The 
project descriptions cover a wide range of construction, renovation, and site improvements. 
Table 10 shows the projects and budgets for Modernization projects.  
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Table 10: Modernization Projects 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c. 
 Athletic Facilities improvement received the third highest amount of budgeting despite 
only having one broadly defined point on the ballot project list. The ballot text states, 
“modernization and upgrade of physical education facilities and athletic fields and facilities” 
(Santa Clara County, 2016). The $57.8 million budget is spread across 12 projects (CUHSD, 
2019c). The highest funded projects include new aquatic centers at $22.3 million in budgeted 
funds (CUHSD, 2019c). See Table 11 for the list of athletic related projects.  
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Table 11: Athletic Field & Athletic Facilities Projects 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c. 
 Technology upgrades category across the district has two identified projects that address 
the ballot project list as shown in Table 12 (Santa Clara County, 2016). The first project is 
upgrades to the network infrastructure, budgeted at $1.6 million (CUHSD, 2019c). The second 
project is security camera upgrades, budgeted at $400,000 (CUHSD, 2019c).  
Table 12: Technology Projects 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c. 
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Growth is the largest funded project category at $102.4 million (CUHSD, 2019c). The 
most expensive Growth projects include new two story buildings, budgeted at $73.4 million 
(CUHSD, 2019c). The two story buildings are planned for construction at three of the five high 
school campuses (CUHSD, 2018a). The complete list of projects and budget allocation is shown 
in Table 13.  
 Table 13: Growth Projects 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c. 
 Table 14 below shows the project category for Miscellaneous. The miscellaneous 
category is used by the district and facilities department to implement the bond measure and pre-
construction surveys. The bond implementation program is budgeted at $1.5 million, and the 
facility department is budgeted at $7.5 million (CUHSD, 2019c). Payoff of certificates of 
participation is the highest identified expenditure at $15.4 million (CUHSD, 2019c). Other 
expenditures include topographical survey and utility reports, and geotechnical reports. These 
surveys and reports are used for project design and reference of existing conditions.  
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Table 14: Miscellaneous Projects 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c. 
Bond measure funding per campus varies from site to site. Table 15 shows how the funds 
are distributed per site as of January 10, 2018 (CUHSD, 2019c). $68.3 million of funding has 
been allocated to Branham High School for facility projects, the highest funded site from the 
Measure AA bond (CUHSD, 2019c). The second highest funded site is Leigh High School, with 
$48.3 million, and then Prospect High School, with $45.3 million. The lowest funded high 
school site is Del Mar High School, $44.2 million. Boynton High School received $7.3 million 
for facility projects (CHUSD, 2019c). 
Table 15: Budget Report per Campus 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c. 
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The Undesignated site location is used to hold funds to support multiple campuses, 
including the district office, and implementation of the bond. Further detail can be found in the 
Appendix C. The District Office has $7.5 million budgeted for projects and staffing (CHUSD, 
2019c). The adult education program, CACE, received nearly $500,000 for an additional 
portable classroom (CHUSD, 2019c). The Blackford site has received approximately $817,000 
for general maintenance (CHUSD, 2019c). The Community Day School has received zero 
funding for any projects. Further description on projects at District Office, Boynton High School, 
Blackford (leased site), and AdultEd (CACE) locations can be found in Appendix C.   
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ANALYSIS 
 
At the time of this study, implementation of Bond Measure AA by CUHSD was entering the 
third year. Based on the findings, the district has implemented the bond measure as intended and 
approved by voters.  
The Board strategically completed a district wide facility assessment and created new 
master plans. As the master plans were being finalized, the district began reaching out to the 
community to poll their support for a possible bond measure. The responses from the community 
were used to support the bond measure campaign, and for writing the projects listed in the bond 
measure.  The ballot list of projects was intentionally written in broad terms to provide the 
district the maximum amount of discretion in applying the funds (CUHD, 2016c). Once the bond 
measure was passed, the facility master plans were updated with greater detail per site to serve as 
the road map for construction and renovation (CUHSD, 2018a). 
The ballot project list does not set spending requirements nor require equal distribution of 
funds across the district properties. It does not set minimum or maximum project budgets for any 
of the school sites (Santa Clara County, 2016). The broadly written ballot text has allowed the 
district to apply the funds as needed to fulfill the ballot project list and the district master plans as 
stated in the Board minutes, “the project list is a culmination of the Master Facilities Plan and is 
general enough to allow for flexibility to meet future needs. The list includes feedback from all 
stakeholders and is in broad category form” (CUHSD, 2016c, p.7). 
For example, the ballot project list states the need to modernize classrooms, teaching, 
office, and education facilities. Under this broad definition to perform general modernization, the 
district has formed 22 projects that are considered modernization projects under the facility 
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Master Plans. Modernization projects range from refurbishment of portable classroom buildings 
to restroom remodels. The findings show that the ballot project list is mostly fulfilled when 
compared to the facility Master Plans and budgeted projects.  
The ballot project lists two specific projects and scope that, as of February 2019, have not 
been fulfilled. The first project is to make improvements to the science and astronomy facility at 
Prospect High School (Santa Clara County, 2016). Based on the updated Master Plan for 
Prospect High School, this project has not been identified nor budgeted for by the district 
(CUHSD, 2018a).  
The second project that is not addressed by the district is the purchase of vehicles and 
improvement of the district vehicle maintenance facility (Santa Clara County, 2016). The 
findings of project Master Plan and budget reports do not address this project (CUHSD, 2018a). 
 It is recommended that the district address these two projects in one of two ways. The 
first option is to formally state that the district has revised the district Master Plans and these two 
projects are no longer needed. The second option is to adjust budgets to fund these two projects. 
The ballot text does not state the level of improvements needed or promise certain completion 
levels. Any level of improvement and funding toward the Prospect science and astronomy 
facility and the district vehicle maintenance facility will technically fulfill the district obligation 
to the community.  
To develop the November 2016 bond measure, the district engaged the community to 
help identify projects that they would support (CUHSD, 2016a). Through the polls and surveys 
that were completed, the district received data that the voters least supported upgrades to the 
athletic related fields and facilities. However, the district budgeted $57.8 million to athletic fields 
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and athletic facilities (CUHSD, 2019c). The highest budgeted projects are new aquatic centers at 
$22.3 million, new gymnasiums at $21 million, and new track and fields at $4.1 million 
(CUHSD, 2019c). It is recommended that the district provide further information to the 
community to disclose reasons for needing these improvements. This will help provide 
transparency between the district and the community.  
 The district is still in the process of implementing the facility bond measure. Of the total 
$276.1 million, the district has encumbered $140.7 million to fund projects and has only 
disbursed $79.2 million (CUHSD, 2019c). The budget balance of $135.3 million still leaves a 
significant portion of the projects and work to be completed (CUHSD, 2019c). It is 
recommended that further evaluation be completed of the district’s management of bond funds 
on an annual basis.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
The CUHSD Board of Trustees and district staff were successful in engaging the public to gather 
community support and passage of the Facility Bond Measure AA. The passage of the facility 
bond enabled the district to complete multiple projects to date and to begin the process of 
modernizing the school sites across the district. The district has saved money by choosing to 
manage the bond with an in-house staff, that involved minor changes to existing roles, and 
creating new roles of Project Manager, Construction Manager, and Contract Specialist. A review 
of the Citizen Oversight Committee expenditure reports shows that all bond revenue has had a 
direct relation to construction needs as interpreted from the ballot measure.   
 In conclusion, there are two recommendations for the district. The first is to disclose 
more information about the reasons for failing to provide bond revenue toward two specific 
projects listed in the ballot measure. The second recommendation is to take a more cautious 
approach to engaging the community in regards to the type of projects they would approve. The 
improvement of athletic fields and facilities was included in the ballot measure text, however 
previous surveys and polls conducted by the district prove the community least supported 
athletic improvements.  
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Appendix A 
 
Campbell Union High School District Revised Master Plans (CUHSD, 2018a) 
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Appendix B  
Campbell Union High School Measure AA (Santa Clara County, 2016) 
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Appendix C 
 
Branham and Del Mar Site Detail Project List 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c.  
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Leigh and Prospect Site Detail Project List 
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Westmont Site Detail Project List 
 
Source: Campbell Union High School District, 2019c.  
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